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The debut recording from Grammy-nominated vocalist Theo Bleckmann (ECM) and electronic 
musician & producer Joseph Branciforte. Vocal loops of hushed beauty framed by artificially  
synthesized tones, deep subharmonic oscillations, and gently layered sheets of noise, with a 
shared musical language drawing upon ambient, choral, microsound, and free improvisation.

In the early days of spring 2018, Theo Bleckmann and Joseph Branciforte retreated for two days of uninterrupted sonic exploration. In some 
ways it was a meeting years in the making, in others a wholly spontaneous encounter. Without a note of music prepared or a word of discus-
sion, the two arrived at Branciforte’s Brooklyn studio, armed with an array of looping devices, guitar pedals, found objects, and sound-making 
machines. The results can be heard on LP1, a debut recording as finely distilled as it is wildly exploratory.

Branciforte had long been a deep admirer of Bleckmann’s work — he grew up obsessively listening to records like Bleckmann’s Origami and 
Ben Monder’s Excavation, later working as producer & recording engineer on Monder’s Hydra (2013), in which Bleckmann played a prom-
inent role. It wasn’t until 2017, however, that the two collided creatively: Bleckmann stumbled upon an online sound journal that Branciforte 
had been maintaining, which contained his ongoing studio experiments with Fender Rhodes & synthesizers, elaborately manipulated via 
pedals and modular processing. A musical friendship was born, and two successful duo performances followed later that year.

In 2018, the pair was invited to perform alongside pioneering electronic musician & composer Ryuichi Sakamoto. In the days leading up to 
the performance, the two met at Branciforte’s studio to experiment, their first time making music together in a non-public setting. The four 
tracks comprising LP1 represent a musical snapshot of those improvised sessions, ranging from the edgy and dark to the delicate and pastoral. 
Through the process of live asynchronous looping, the pair builds and dissolves complex sonic structures in realtime, achieving an impressively 
immersive sound without the use of studio overdubbing. 

Having amassed a substantial amount of raw material, catalogue numbers were assigned to the improvisations and their subsections, a system 
whose logic is reflected in the final track titles. Editing, mixing, and further manipulation by Branciforte continued through the summer and 
early fall, with the album pared down to a concentrated 35 minutes in the end. The set is bookended by two darker pieces that stretch the 
harmonic and textural language of ambient, while the record’s center cuts tend towards sensuous and sublime abstraction.

Bleckmann is widely known for his arresting and hauntingly emotive voice, an instrument capable of producing all manner of tones and 
otherworldly textures. Contextualized here by Branciforte’s contrasting palette, his sound can be apprehended in a wholly new light. The 
warmth and fragility of the human voice is merged with the clicks and whirs of machines, the rawness of analogue synthesizers, and the grainy 
imperfections of decaying tape loops. Branciforte uses the entire surface area of the audio spectrum as counterpoint, extending Bleckmann’s 
three-and-a-half octave range into impossibly sub- and super-sonic realms. At other times, the two performers appear to merge together into a 
single sonic entity, the lines between voice and machine blurred beyond recognition. 

While these pieces were born of improvisation, they display a patient and deeply compositional logic. LP1 manages to walk a fine line 
between discovery and restraint, emotion and form, identity and dissolution — outlining an expanded vision of ambient music that embraces 
narrative and arc as much as landscape and line.

recorded april 23-24, 2018 at greyfade studio
edited & mixed by joseph branciforte in pelham, ny and cheshire, ct 

mastered by joseph branciforte at greyfade studio
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theo bleckmann
A vocalist and new music composer of eclectic tastes and prodigious gifts, Grammy-nominated 
Theo Bleckmann makes music that is accessibly sophisticated, unsentimentally emotional, and 
seriously playful, leading his work to be described as “from another planet” (The New York 
Times), “magical, futuristic” (All About Jazz), “limitless” (Philadelphia City Paper), “transcen-
dent” (The Village Voice), and “brilliant” (New York Magazine).

Bleckmann has collaborated with musicians, artists, actors, and composers including Laurie 
Anderson, Philip Glass, Ann Hamilton, John Hollenbeck, Sheila Jordan, Phil Kline, David Lang, 
Kirk Nurock, Frances MacDormand, Ben Monder, Michael Tilson Thomas, Kenny Wheeler, 
John Zorn, the Bang on a Can All-Stars, and, most prominently, Meredith Monk, with whom 
Bleckmann worked as a core ensemble member for over fifteen years.

In January 2017, ECM released Bleckmann’s album Elegy, a quintet recording produced by 
legendary label head and founder Manfred Eicher. In their album review of Elegy, the Wall 
Street Journal called Bleckmann “a jazz vocalist for the 21st century.” Bleckmann has most 
recently appeared as a special guest on recordings by Ambrose Akinmusire for Blue Note 
Records and Julia Hülsmann’s trio for ECM.

Bleckmann’s accolades include NPR’s 2012 Top 10 Jazz Albums of the Year for his album 
Hello Earth! The Music of Kate Bush, top-five spots in the 2013, 2014 and 2015 DownBeat 
Critics’ Polls for Best Male Vocalist, and the prestigious JAZZ ECHO award from the Deutsche 
Phono-Akademie in his native Germany in 2010.

www.theobleckmann.com

joseph branciforte
Joseph Branciforte is a multi-instrumentalist, composer, sound artist, and recording engineer 
based out of New York City.  

Branciforte’s recent work as performer centers around the Fender Rhodes piano, augmented 
with modular synthesizers, custom digital processing, tape loops, and found objects. In this 
format, he has performed solo and with artists including Ryuichi Sakamoto, Taylor Deupree, 
and Theo Bleckmann. He is also the co-leader and drummer of The Cellar and Point, a “ga-
rage-chamber” ensemble whose debut record Ambit was called “one of 2014’s finest albums 
of challenging, engaging, and genre-defying contemporary music” by AllMusic and was 
included on WNYC New Sounds’ Top Ten Albums of 2014. 

As composer, Branciforte has developed a unique process of algorithmic composition for 
acoustic instruments using custom software of his own design. His collaboration with electronic 
musician and composer Kenneth Kirschner explores digital, generative, and procedural meth-
ods of composing for chamber ensemble and will see its debut recording — featuring members 
of Flux Quartet, Talea Ensemble, and Mivos Quartet — released on greyfade in September 
2019.

Equally well-known as a recording and mixing engineer, Branciforte has lent his sonic touch to 
over 200 releases, working with some of the most well-respected names in creative jazz along 
the way: Kurt Rosenwinkel, Ben Monder, Vijay Iyer, Tim Berne, Nels Cline, Steve Lehman, 
Marc Ribot, Eliane Elias, Mary Halvorson, and Nir Felder. His engineering and production can 
be heard on ECM, Sony, Pi Recordings, New Amsterdam, Sunnyside, Cantaloupe Music, and 
Naxos.

www.josephbranciforte.com

tour 
 
may 15, 2019 san francisco, ca the center for new music
may 16, 2019 oakland, ca trouble cafe 
june 21, 2019 new york, ny fridman gallery
june 22, 2019 boston, ma  the lilypad
june 23, 2019 burlington, vt autumn records 

may 30, 2020 new york, ny the metropolitan musuem of art 
    (ryuichi sakamoto, joseph branciforte, theo   
                                                                                              bleckmann)
  

greyfade 
 
greyfade is a New York-based record label presenting  
contemporary sound editions, in both physical and high- 
resolution digital forms.

Founded by Joseph Branciforte in 2019, the label aims to 
release finely distilled album-length statements from artists 
working at the edges of algorithmic composition, ambient, 
sound art, and minimalist chamber music.

It serves as a home for those exploring computation, 
proceduralism, repetition, and stasis in their work -— both in 
the context of electronically mediated sound and traditional 
acoustic instrumentation.

Above all, greyfade is dedicated to realizing albums of the 
highest quality — conceptually, creatively, and sonically.

availability
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LP1 is the inaugural release from greyfade.  
 
It will be offered as a140g vinyl edition and as high-resolution digital 
(96kHz/24-bit) edition, both available directly through the greyfade shop, 
Standard resolution editions will be available via Bandcamp and iTunes. 
The record will not be available via streaming services.
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